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Abstract 
1bis paper describes work for developing an interactive environment to assist the user in using 
complex software systems. 1bis environment is designed to decrease the user's learning time 
while increasing the user's confidence and efficiency. It has been designed and developed to 
allow a goals and tasks based interaction between the user and his application. A prototype of 
this interactive environment, which is named the Assistant, is currently in use and is dedicated to 
the drainage studies for the sewer services of large French municipalities such as Lyon, Lille or 
Marseille. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The users of technical applications, especially in the sewer services of large municipalities, 
often face the problem of using many different pieces of software to accomplish their work 
(Chahine, 1990). 1bis situation is due to the unplanned and uncontrolled growth of the 
systems which become more specialized and complex as they become more sophisticated 
(Blanpain, 1993). Our work attempts to increase the productivity of these non-expert users for 
whom the system is too complex to use efficiently. The research is applied to a large project** 
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for developing a new and up-to-date software system devoted to the administration and design 
of urban sewage networks. Several large French municipalities, including Lyon, Marseille and 
Lille, are actually supporting the project. Additionally, the IBM group in France is supporting 
the work for the user interface. 

The objective of our work is to develop an interactive and helpful environment, which is 
named the Assistant, that self-adapts its behavior to the levels and habits of each individual 
user. Thanks to this environment, based on a human-computer interface that is easy to 
manipulate, the users of the municipalities sewage services will be more efficient, using all 

the computer resources available to them. The objective of the Assistant is to improve the 

capacities of the human-computer dialog. This is one of the crucial points to make the systems 

of the future more intelligent. In order to make the research as independent as possible from 

the technical aspects of each module, we have decided to consider them as «black boxes». 
The communication with these boxes is possible on two occasions: first, when it is called by 
the Assistant, and then when it sends back the result of the call. 

To start the research, much time was spent observing the users working in their offices in 

the sewage services of Lille and Lyon ( Chahine, 1990). We have distinguished different kinds 
of behavior corresponding to different levels of abstraction and different levels of expertise. 

The « expert » users manipulate the software easily without conscious thought of what they 
do and how they do it. To achieve their objectives, they use the computer as a simple aid 
without making many conscious decisions about how they interact with the system. They are 

using the « rules » and the « knowledge » levels of abstraction to interact with the computer 

(Rassmussen, 1986). The« non-expert» users usually do not use the computer every day, so 

they can not use the same mechanisms to interact with the system, even though the same 
interface is involved for them as for the expert users. They use a lower level of abstraction: the 

« skills level » (Rassmussen, 1986), trying to interpret what they can see on the screen almost 
at a pixel level. They have to find out which actions are required in order to accomplish the 
tasks associated with their objective, but the interface does not provide any direction. Due to 
the low level of abstraction implemented on the common interfaces, we have noticed that the 
non-expert users rarely achieve their goals, and quickly reject the computer, or use only some 
of the available functions (Blanpain, 1994). We actually plan to help these users more fully 
utilize the computers resources. 
We consider it evident that the level of abstraction which is implemented in the common 
human-computer interfaces, and the one expected by the users in problem-solving situations 
are not very similar. While the users are thinking in terms of goals and tasks, the system only 
shows low-level interaction objects and communication protocols as « clicking on an option 
menu». Moreover, the idea of fully training all the users is actually unrealistic because of the 

expense involved in training people who are either computer deficient or computer illiterate. 
The solution decided upon consists of elevating the level of abstraction of the human

computer interaction by enabling a dialog in terms of goals and tasks. A goals and task model 

relying on a hierarchical representation of tasks and subtasks was conceived. Our representation 

• • The NOE project is conducted by the Laboratoire Methode of INSA de Lyon. The partners engaged are: 
SOGREAH (private company) and the Laboratoire Hydrolique de France. It's supported by large French 

municipalities (Communaute Urbaine de Lyon, Communaute Urbaine de Lille, Marseille, DEA de Seine-Saint
Denis, DEA du Val-de-Marne), as well as important public organizations (the Ministere de l"Equipement, the 
Ministere de /"Agriculture, and les Agences de l"Eau). 
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representation is quite similar to others presented in research dealing with the KADS method 
(Wielenga, 1992) or with task analysis. First, we are going to present our task model (Chapter 
II). We will then focus on the control (Chapter III) and the meta-control (Chapter IV) of the 
tasks in the Assistant. Before the conclusion, we will have a short discussion (Chapter V) to 
clarify the specifics of our research in relation to others dealing with intelligent interfaces 

2 THEMODEL 

Our model is based on two fundamental concepts: the concept of a goal and the concept of a 
task. The objects of our model can be considered on four different levels. An implicit user 
model is initialized by the Assistant administrator, and becomes more and more specific as the 
user interacts with the system. 

2.1 The fundamental concepts: goal and task 

A non-expert user who works with a computer always has an explicit objective in mind that 
he wants to achieve by using the machine. Our model associates this objective with the 
concept of a goal (Figure l ). A goal is a potential objective a user may have when using the 
system for his work. The knowledge which describes the process to achieve this goal is stored 
in a hierarchical representation of tasks and subtasks. Figure 2 shows a graphic representation 
of a task model, a task tree. Our model actually defines the concept of a goal which is distinct 
but completes the concept of a task. Both together describe the objectives of the users and the 
way they can be accomplished. 

User 

Real world 

Figure 1 The fundamental concepts of the model 

Knowledge 
Base 

Model 

For the user, a goal is an answer to the computer's query: «what do you want to do ? ». Since 
it is adapted to his level of abstraction, the task tree is an intuitive and explicit representation 
of the process required to accomplish the goal. The link between the goal and the associated 
task tree is done within the root task of the tree. This task has the same name as the 
corresponding goal (Figure 2). In fact, in the knowledge base, our model can be shown as a 
number of goal/ task tree pairs. 
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We have two reasons for separating the concept of a goal from the concept of a task. First, 
we need a simple and efficient way to indicate to the user all the starting points of the system 
(all the goals he can accomplish). Then, since we want our environment to be user-friendly, 
we need a detailed decomposition of each goal broken down into resolution tasks and 
subtasks. As a consequence, the total number of tasks stored in our knowledge base is huge, 
and most of them are too elementary to constitute a goal for the user. So, even if associating a 
goal to each task seems conceptually attractive, the end-result would actually be confusing for 
the user. 

Goal: C=:=> and Task: 

Hydraulic working 

diagnostic of the network 

diagnostic of the network 

Figure 2 Example of goal I task tree pair 

2.2 The four levels of our model 
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Our Assistant is not only interactive, but also adaptive. This means that it self-adapts its 
behavior for each individual user. Our model stores and structures all the pieces of 
information describing the users' personal preferences while using the system. It initializes 
this knowledge, and makes it more specific as the user interacts with the computer. 

We have defined four levels that allow our model to self-adapt, with the passage of time, 
to the user's changing computer proficiency (Figure 3). The higher level is called the 
«general level». At this level, goals and tasks are used to describe the users' potential 
objectives in a very general and non-specific way. These objects are created by the designers 
during the tasks analysis, and contain all the necessary knowledge to accomplish the 
associated objectives. The next level is the «user level». At this level, the goals and tasks 
become specialized and user-specific. Each object at this level belongs to an individual user 
and describes his own characteristics and habits. A goal from the general level can generate n 
goals from the user level, where n represents the number of users registered in the system 
(Figure 4). The third level is the« run-time level». A goal from the user level generates run
time level goals when the associated user actually tries to accomplish the corresponding 
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objective. This third level is the direct interaction level. It is in use when the user is actually in 
problem-solving situation. The accomplishment of any goal can be interrupted and resumed at 
this level. As soon as the goal is filled, the objects from the run-time level are used to impact 
the user level to save the characteristics of the goal just accomplished. Then, they are moved 
to the« archives' level» to keep a trace of the users' work. 

I General 1--1 User }-~I Run-time H Archives 

Design The users' Models in use Archives 
of the system specificities during the 

interaction 

Time 

Figure 3 The four levels of our model 

Figure 4 shows the four levels we have presented. On the general level, we can see the list of 
the goals that the system recognizes (goal A, goal B, ... ) and which corresponds to the list of 
the users' potential objectives (objective A, objective B, ... ). Each goal of this level is 
associated to a task tree showing the most general way to accomplish it. At the user level, we 
can observe the specialization of goal A for each user (goal A-1, goal A-2, ... ).Each goal A-i 
is associated to a specific task tree describing the habits and preferences of user i to 
accomplish objective A. Initially, goal A-i objects are the same as goal A object. They 
become more user specific each time the user uses the system to accomplish the goal. 

Levels of 
abstraction 

General 1 
User 1 

Run-time I 
1 ...... ~---Arehives : : . . .......... 

·. 
GoaiA-l·ll 

Figure 4 The concept of a goal on the four levels 
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When user number i wants to accomplish the goal A-i, the system creates goal A-i-1 objects at 
the run-time level by copying goal A-i into goal A-i-1. Different goals A-i-j can exist at the 
same time on the system. This means that the user has started different jobs belonging to the 
same goal category, but in different contexts. The run-time level objects are kept in the 
knowledge base as long as the goal is not accomplished or aborted. They can be used at any 
time to resume the whole context if the user wants to finish a job he has already started. When 
the job is finished and the goal accomplished, the system memorizes the user's habits at the 
user level, and saves all the objects in the archives' level. 

2.3 User modeling 

All the concepts we describe above can be viewed as an implicit user model. In our 
system, each user is obviously recognized with an identifier and a password. The Assistant 
administrator is responsible for creating the identifiers. Moreover, he has to allow each user to 
accomplish his work by creating his user level goals. This is easily done with one of our 
administration tools by copying the general level objects on the user level of the new user. 
Initially, the knowledge about the user is general and non-specific. By interacting with the 
system, the user will create his own run-time level objects which also specialize his user level 
objects with learning processes not described in this paper. The knowledge base quickly 
obtains specific information about each user. So, the Assistant actually uses an implicit user 
model to adapt its behavior to the users. It is composed with the goaUtask tree pairs from the 
user level, run-time level and archives' level of each user. 

3 THE TASK CONTROL 

In order to use the model in an interactive and powerful user-assisted environment, we have 
designed and implemented some task control algorithms. These algorithms rely on different 
kinds of knowledge associated to the tasks. We have distinguished two types of controls 
corresponding to each type of knowledge. 

3.1 The static control 

This control is independent from the results of the tasks. It only relies on the general 
knowledge we have about the execution of the task tree. The static control answers these 
kinds of questions: 
• Which task should I do first and should I do all these tasks ? 
• Is this task really useful ? 
• Are there different ways to accomplish this task ? 
Corresponding to these questions, we have designed in our system three types of static task 
controls. 

The first type of static task control is the one that checks for the tasks ordering. If we 
consider a task tree as a schedule, a single task is accomplished by accomplishing all its 
subtasks. There are two different ways to accomplish the subtasks: 
• In the first method, the subtasks are «strictly ordered». In this case, we must accomplish 
the tasks in the order shown on the task tree. The knowledge manipulated by this control is the 
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subtasks' order of execution determined by the designers of the system and associated to the 
mother task. 
• In the second method, the subtasks are «not ordered». The end user can choose which 
subtask he wants to accomplish first, and second, and so on. The default order is the one 
shown on the task tree. This method is possible when the designers have noticed that the 
subtasks can be accomplished independently. This is the default mode of our task control. 

Example Shown on Figure 2 

The subtasks of the task « Hydraulic working diagnostic of the network » are strictly ordered. 
Therefore, in order to accomplish the task, the user must fill the subtasks one after another, as shown 
on the tree with the numbers I, 2 and 3: first« Data Input», second« Simulation» and third« Results 
Output». The accomplishment of the third subtask will automatically induce the accomplishment the 
mother task. None of the subtasks are accessible unless all the preceding subtasks are successfully 
accomplished. 

The subtasks of the task « Data Input » are not ordered. The user is free to choose the order which 
he prefers to accomplish the subtasks. However, he still has to complete all the subtasks to accomplish 
the mother task. 

The second type of static task control is to have « mutually exclusive » subtasks. In this 
case, the mother task is accomplished as soon as one, and only one, of its subtasks is 
successfully completed. The accomplishment of any subtask causes all the others to be 
inaccessible to the user. The mutually exclusive subtasks are necessary when the designers 
want to include different methods to accomplish a task. The underlying knowledge is just a 
flag localized on the mother task. 

Example Shown on Figure 2 

In order to accomplish the task « Simulation», the user can choose between two different methods: 
« Simple » or « Saint Venant » corresponding to two different hydraulic calculation models. 
Depending on the context, the user is free to select the subtask he thinks is best. We will see how the 
system can help him to make a correct choice in the dynamic control section. 

The last type of static task control is to have optional tasks. When the designers consider a 
task to be optional, they can check a flag on, and the task is put in parenthesis on the task tree. 
The optional tasks follow the three next rules: 
• Their accomplishment is not necessary for their mother to be accomplished. 
• They can be strictly ordered or not. 
• A mutually exclusive subtask can not be optional. 

Example Shown on Figure 2 

The subtasks of the task « Data Input» are not ordered, and the subtask « (Rains)», for Data Input 
about the rains, is optional. So, the user does not have to input data about the rains to accomplish the 
task « Data Input ». However, he must input the data about the network. 
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3.2 The dynamic control 

The dynamic control is based on the knowledge manipulated by the tasks while being 
executed. This control allows the model to take into account the results of the accomplished 
tasks. To design our dynamic task control, we have used the results of research dealing with 
KADS (Wielenga, 1992). The domain specific knowledge is stored into small rule bases 
called preconditions and postconditions, and associated to each task. The rules are based on 
the data manipulated by the module. They can modify data, set default values or even override 
the static task control. For instance, a rule can make an optional task become mandatory. 

Figure 5 shows how the dynamic control is working for each task. When the user asks for 
the execution of a task, the first step is to call the preconditions rule base. Some rules may 
conclude that executing the task is not possible yet, and the user may have to try another task. 
Or the task may be accessible, but some default values may be set. Depending on the results 
of the preconditions base, the module or the subtasks should then be executed. When the 
module is finished, the postconditions base is called. It may again modify data, set default 
values or override the static task control by changing the status of some tasks ... 

Execute the 

postcondition rule 
base) 

Figure 5 Dynamic Control Algorithm 

Example Shown on Figure 2 

Execute the~ 

Execute the subtasks I 

A rule of the precondition rule base associated with the task « Simulation » may be « if the size of the 
hydraulic network is important, then the adapted hydraulic calculation model is the Saint Venant 
model, otherwise it is the simple model ». When the user asks for the accomplishment of the 
« Simulation » task, the rule is called and the system proposes the adapted model to the user who is 
free to accept or reject the proposition. In this example, the dynamic control is used to help the user 
choose between mutually exclusive subtasks. 

The preceding rule may be: « if the size of the hydraulic network is important, then the adapted 
hydraulic calculation model must be the Saint Venant model otherwise it must be the simple model>>. 
In this case, the rule selects the task to be accomplished and makes the other one to be inaccessible by 
overriding the static task control. The user has no choice since he can only execute the adapted task. 
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4 THE META-CONTROL 

Our Assistant provides an higher level task control issued from itself when working in the 
automatic mode, or from the user when using the direct interaction mode. The user is 
obviously free to select the mode he prefers and can even alternate both. Moreover, the use of 
the Assistant is optional (Figure 6 (a) (b)). If the user is an expert, or if he thinks he is, he can 
use the system without assistance, just as he has always done. 

4.1 The automatic mode 

After having explicitly chosen a goal in his own user level list of goals (Figure 6 (c)) the user 
selects the automatic mode in enabling the Assistant to control the dialog (Figure 7 (d)). In 
this case, our prototype can have two different behaviors depending on whether or not the user 
has already accomplished the same goal. 

If the user has already accomplished the same goal in another context, the Assistant 
prompts him in reusing the same method and the same tasks order. If he accepts, it takes 
control of the dialog, and calls all the modules to accomplish the user's goal, following the 
same previously successful path. The user must concentrate only on the semantics of each 
module. He does not have to remember how to use the application or how to access the 
modules. If the user has never accomplished the goal, or if he refuses to follow the process he 
usually uses, the Assistant can still work in the automatic mode. In this case, depending on a 
binary user level flag set by the administrator, expert or novice, the Assistant will call all the 
necessary modules to accomplish the goal following an optimized and non-specific order. For 
a novice user, it only selects modules corresponding to the leaves of the task tree. These 
modules are elementary modules and are easy to use. If the user flag has been set to expert by 
the administrator, the Assistant also calls non-elementary modules associated with higher 
tasks in the task tree. These modules are more difficult to use, but they fit better with the 
expert's preferences. In the next evolution of our Assistant, a more powerfull system than this 
binary flag may be implemented. For instance, a user could be an expert for some tasks and a 
novice for others. 

Finally, in the automatic mode, the dialog is always controlled by the Assistant. However, 
the user can select the manual mode at any time. 

4.2 The manual mode 

This mode is useful when the user does not want the Assistant to control the dialog. It 

corresponds to the direct interaction mode. After choosing his goal, the user directly interacts 
with his corresponding task tree to communicate with the computer (Figure 7 (d)). The task 
tree, considered as a high level interaction object, is used to establish a task-based dialog 
between the user and his system. The user only has to select the high level task he wishes to 
perform via the mouse, and the Assistant will check all the controls. If the result is positive, 
the corresponding module is called. If it is not, the Assistant gives all the necessary 
explanations to the user (Figure 7 (e)): the reasons why the task can not be accomplished at 
this moment, and the task the user should perform instead. 
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(c) The call of the Assistant is done by selecting this option. The other options can be used to work without 
assistance. 
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Robert can select a goal in one of the two lists and clicks on this button. Then the window (d) of Figure 7 
appears. 

Figure 6 Screen captures of the prototype dedicated to the drainage studies (The windows 
shown here are implemented with a french interface). 
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(d) The task tree corresponding to the current goal and user appears in the control window 

The user can focus on a 
specific task (Zoom + or-) 

Optional task ( < .. >) 

\ 

Mutually exclusive 
Tasks (or) 

Call of a non accomplished task 

Undo an accomplished task 

Redo an accomplished task 

Set the automatic mode 

Set the manual mode 

After selecting a task, the user chooses the action to do 

(e) This windows is visible on 
the botton of the screen. It is 
used by the Assistant to 
display messages for the user. 

Figure 7 Screen captures (d) (e) of the Assistant 
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The task-based dialog between the computer and the user is quite spectacular in this mode. 
The interface of our environment is so simple and intuitive for the non-expert user that he just 
needs a quick learning session before being autonomous with the system. Moreover, the user 
easily introduces his own habits and preferences into his « user level » task model just by 
interacting with it. He selects the tasks he prefers to do, the depth which fits best with his own 
level of expertise, the mutually exclusive subtasks he prefers, etc. This is the mode of the 
intelligently controlled liberty for the user. 

5 INTELLIGENT USER INTERFACE ? 

Most of the intelligent artificial research about user interfaces has focused on introducing the 
multimedia technologies to improve the human-computer communication. They usually 
suppose that an intelligent user interface should enable the user to communicate with the 
system through several channels, mixing different multimodal inputs, as natural language and 
gesture, in a single request. Some authors consider this to be the central point of an intelligent 
interface (Washlster, 1991). For instance, the CUBRICON system (Neal, 1991) integrates 
most of these technologies - speech inputs and outputs, natural language texts, graphics and 
pointing gestures into a single interface modeling the dialog in a manner in which two people 
naturally communicate. 

The objective of this research is quite the same as ours: to simplify the user's 
communication with sophisticated computer systems. However, even if we do believe that 
multimodal technologies will become more and more common in the future, we still have to 
learn about standard graphical interfaces. The multimedia communication will only be 
efficient if it takes into account the way non-expert users think and work. The users' 
difficulties facing a Windows graphical interface show us the necessity to adapt or even to 
create the user-computer dialog regardless of the media used for the communication. One of 
the particulars of our research is to focus on the dialog control function and to be independent 
from the communication media. 

While the authors present different points of view considering the constituting elements of 
an architecture for intelligent interfaces, some ideas are generally admitted. Most of the 
research supposes that an intelligent interface should be both knowledge-based (Hollan, 1991) 
and modular (Norman, 1986). We do agree with these two principles on which our system 
relies. It is obviously knowledge-based. It is also modular since constituted with different run
time control modules. Other administration and design modules have been implemented in 
our environment. The design modules are to help the designers create the general level models 
during the task analysis. The administration modules are to let the Assistant administrator 
create and eventually update the task models on the different levels. 

Most of the authors also believe that an intelligent interface should enable the system to 
self-adapt its behavior to the user and to the context (Kass, 1991 ). This is one of the crucial 
points of our Assistant that, considering the users' goals, gives them a powerful and 
interactive environment to accomplish their tasks. A particular of our research is to explicitly 
communicate the users' goals, as opposed to some systems that try to infer and evaluate the 
users' plans and intentions (Young, 1991). In our context, the sewer services of large 
municipalities, each user always knows what he wants to do when using the computer. In this 
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case, our system seems more efficient than one that tries to guess the user's intentions. 

6 CONCLUSION- PERSPECTIVES 

The starting point of our research was to give the users a powerful and interactive assistance
oriented environment in order to help them use all the computer resources they require. The 
central idea of our environment is to propose to the users an interface which allows an 
interaction adapted to their level of abstraction in problem-solving situation. We have 
conceived our goal and task model in this context. Our Assistant has been designed from this 
model, and has been summarized in this paper. 

A particular of our research is its application in an actual project. Our Assistant is now 
being integrated in the large software system developed in the NOE project. The full system 
should be tested and validated by the users of the sewer services of Lille by the end of the 
year. This usability evaluation will rely on a list of ergonomic criteria (Bastien, 1993). 

Our prototype has been implemented with specific tools: MASAI, SMECI, distributed by 
the French company ILOG. However, from the beginning of our research, we did not want to 
limit our work in a specific domain or technical environment. Our model, the task control and 
all the modules included in our Assistant have been designed in portable fashion, and can be 
adapted in any other domain or technical environment. Moreover, our approach constitutes a 
starting point for bridging the gap between task analysis and user interface development. 
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Discussion 

Jim Larson: How can a user ,,reach" a specific function within the many functions 
encapsulated in commercial applications. For example, how might a user formulating an e-mail 
message access the spell checking function from Microsoft's WinWord? 

Christophe Furet: Our approach will be used for new systems in which the individual functions 
are accessible. 

Bernard Merialdo: Is there anything in the system that was developed specifically for the 
domain? 

Christophe Furet: No. The system is fairly general. 

Bernard Merialdo: Who did the task analysis? 

Christophe Furet: The designers, not the computer development group. 

Christian Gram: You base your approach on using a ,,normal window system". If that really 
the best we can do for non-expert users? 

Christophe Furet: Yes. It has become de facto standard and already the next generation (our 
kids) will have no problems whatsoever. 

Pedro Szekeley: What is the definition of non-expert? 

Christophe Furet: Could be either task non-expert or interaction non-expert. 

Pedro Szekely: Can the system track task progress if not started from the assistant? 

Christophe Furet: No, but we will consider this in future work. 

Christopher Ahlberg: I'm worried about the user of the ,expert" concept. 

Christophe Furet: We are not using the task model based on the expert concept 

Fabio Paterno : Is your task model used only to provide graphical representations of the 
system functionalities or is it used for other purposes such as user interface design? 

Christophe Furet: It is used to allow both the system or the user to control the execution. 
Building the task models is also a good opportunity for the designer to find inconsistencies 
with the system. 


